
Cross Connection Control Migration

In Fire Protection



First, a Pop Quiz!
When a fire occurs in a sprinkled building,

how many sprinklers go off?



The short answer … one … Just one.
The vast majority of fires in a sprinkled building are

controlled or extinguished by one or two heads.





So, if the majority of fires are handled by just a few heads, why is the system piping so big?
Why are we looking at 4”, 6” … even 8” or larger water supplies?



The design criteria for any system begins with codes and standards, like the 
International Building and Fire Codes, and the many NFPA Standards



Different types of occupancies require different levels of protection.

For example, at the low end of the scale,

a system in a residential occupancy such as a single family dwelling

is required to provide as little as

0.05 gallons per minute

per square foot

over a maximum of 2 sprinklers

for a period of only 10 minutes.

(That’s as little as 26 gpm or about 260 gallons of water on the floor)



Different types of occupancies require different levels of protection.

At the other end of the scale,

high challenge occupancies such as high piled storage

require much higher demands like

0.60 gallons per minute

per square foot

over a maximum area of 3000 square feet

for periods of up to 2 hours!

(With allowance for hydraulic balancing and fire department hose allowance, 
design flow can reach upwards of 2500 gpm or nearly 300,000 gallons total of 

water on the floor)



So, what’s all that got to do with “Cross Connection Control?”
Ha-Ha … Do I really have to ask all of you that question?

Fire sprinkler water is clean and nice and ready to drink, right?
Uhhhh … NO!



Enter – Backflow Prevention!





Oh!  I’m sorry, Rob.  I shouldn’t forget you.
After all, you’re part of the group that got me into this mess this morning!



Where did this idea of backflow protection on sprinkler systems come from?
Fire protection sprinkler systems have been around for well over 100 years.





Early backflow preventers…
(a simple swing check valve)



Early backflow preventers…
(a more elaborate check, a detector check valve,

often fitted with a metered bypass assembly)



Early backflow preventers…
(among the first “double check valve assemblies”)



Early backflow preventers…
(“WaterMetrics” – one of the early manufacturers/assemblers of modern approved devices

based in Portland, Oregon, I believe is now known as “Water Metrics West)
* This literature is circa 1975 *



So where did this idea of “if one check is good, two must be better” come from?
I wish I had the answer to that, but it doesn’t really matter.

Fact is, cross connection standards are set in public law.  Protection of the public drinking 
water supply is a good thing.  We in the fire protection business are on board,

though it didn’t happen without a bit of kicking and screaming.

Excerpt from “WAC 246-290-490 Cross-connection control”



As backflow preventer design has evolved over the last several years,
major improvements of note include length and weight…

The 6” Grinnell DCVA shown earlier, circa 
1972, was 5’-6” long and at 1060 lbs, took 

a lift or boom truck to carry and install

A 6” Backflow Direct Deringer 20 DCVA 
today is less than half as long and at 122 

lbs, can be carried by one person



…and vertical installations! …
which saves many valuable square feet!



And now a word from our sponsor
(not really, I just thought it would be cool to close with this video)




